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ABSTRACT
We present FinTree, Financial Dataset Pretrain Transformer En-
coder forRelation Extraction. Utilizing an encoder language model,
we further pretrain FinTree on the financial dataset, adapting the
model in financial domain tasks. FinTree stands out with its novel
structure that predicts a masked token instead of the conventional
[CLS] token, inspired by the Pattern Exploiting Training methodol-
ogy. This structure allows for more accurate relation predictions
between two given entities. The model is trained with a unique
input pattern to provide contextual and positional information
about the entities of interest, and a post-processing step ensures
accurate predictions in line with the entity types. Our experiments
demonstrate that FinTree outperforms on the REFinD, a large-scale
financial relation extraction dataset. The code and pretrained mod-
els are available at https://github.com/HJ-Ok/FinTree.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Information extraction; • In-
formation systems→ Information retrieval.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The field of finance has witnessed an explosion of text data, from
news articles and social media posts to financial reports and analyst
notes. This wealth of data has opened new research opportunities,
especially in NLP. Relation Extraction (RE), a task to identify and
classify semantic relationships between entities in text, is a primary
problem in NLP. The importance of this task in the financial domain
is also grown up, as it can get valuable insights from the unstruc-
tured financial domain texts. However, despite the development of
NLP techniques, relation extraction in the financial domain poses
unique challenges. Financial text inherently differs from general
text’s semantics, terminologies, and writing style. So numerous
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Figure 1: Examples of Relation Extraction in the Financial
Domain. Two entities, along with their types, are provided.
The task is to predict the relationship between them.

state-of-the-art (SOTA) relation extraction models encounter signif-
icant challenges when applied to relation extraction of the financial
domain texts [1]. With our study, we aim to address this problem,
providing a novel approach to relation extraction in financial texts
and making a clear contribution to this area.

Ourwork presents the task-specificmodel, the ‘FinTree: Financial
Dataset Pretrain Transformer Encoder for Relation Extraction.’ We
leverage the Transformer Encoder model [2] performance in finan-
cial domain tasks through pretraining on a financial dataset. In
contrast to conventional classification tasks, we adopt a slightly
divergent approach. We orient our model’s prediction towards
the [MASK] token rather than the [CLS] token. This technique,
similar to the Pattern Exploiting Training (PET) [3], aligns the
task with the masked language modeling (MLM) pretraining meth-
ods. By focusing on predicting masked tokens, our approach fa-
cilitates smoother transfer learning during finetuning, boosting
performance. We guide our model by providing a specially for-
matted text input that encourages focus on relevant entities and
their relations. We also post-process to ensure the model accurately
predicts relations involving the correct entities.

The proposed approach of FinTree has a strong performance in
the financial domain relation extraction, provides insights into the
challenges of financial domain relation extraction, and contributes
to further research in this area.

2 METHODS
2.1 Model Selection
In designing our approach for relation extraction in financial doc-
uments, we first conducted an exploratory analysis to identify an
appropriate pretrained language model to serve as our foundational
backbone. The models evaluated in this study included well-known
architectures in the NLP field, known for their exemplary per-
formance in various tasks. Specifically, we considered BERT [4],
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Figure 2: The overall structure of our Relation Extraction model: FinTree

RoBERTa [5], ALBERT [6], and DeBERTa [7] in their Base and
Large configurations. All chosen language models were trained on
the same REFinD train dataset with the same hyperparameters to
get fairness. We measure the performance using the development
dataset. We adopted F1-score metrics in macro, micro, and weighted
configurations to evaluate the models comprehensively.

Our exploratory analysis revealed that DeBERTa consistently
outperformed the other models. A detailed exposition of the per-
formance metrics for each model is in Table 1. Accordingly, we
used DeBERTa as our language model backbone for all subsequent
experiments.

2.2 Further Pretraining
In our methodological approach, we enhance the capabilities of
the Transformer Encoder model by pretraining it on a financial
corpus, making it more adaptable to the financial domain’s unique
semantics, terminologies, and writing style.

We use MLM pretraining methods similar to the method in BERT.
We collect a large corpus of financial texts for additional pretrain-
ing, the EDGAR-CORPUS [8] and U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) Financial Statement and Notes Data Sets1. We
employed a pretraining dataset with text lengths ranging from 64 to
2048. This selection ensures that the pretraining data exhibit a simi-
lar distribution of sequence lengths to the target dataset, REfinD. By
aligning the sequence lengths between the pretraining and target
datasets, we enhance the model’s ability to transfer knowledge
effectively from pretraining to fine-tuning.

1https://www.sec.gov/about/divisions-offices/division-economic-risk-
analysis/data/financial-statement-and-notes-data-set

Table 1: Experimental results in REFinD dev set for model
selection

Language Model Micro F1 Macro F1 Weighted F1
BERT-base 84.28 68.19 84.37
BERT-large 85.79 70.98 85.82
RoBERTa-base 85.79 69.44 85.80
RoBERTa-large 86.25 72.63 86.36
ALBERT-base-v2 85.35 69.64 85.22
ALBERT-large-v2 85.62 67.41 85.59
DeBERTa-base-v3 85.58 69.59 85.64
DeBERTa-large-v3 86.62 72.81 86.65

• EDGAR Corpus (About 153M tokens used): This corpus in-
cludes a collection of financial data obtained from the Elec-
tronic Data Gathering, Analysis, and Retrieval (EDGAR) sys-
tem run by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC). It comprises various financial documents, including
annual and quarterly reports, press releases, and disclosure
documents.

• SEC Financial Statement and Notes Data Sets (About
1.2B tokens used): These data sets offer a rich aggregation
of corporate financial information extracted from XBRL-
formatted financial reports. These data sets include detailed
numeric and text data from financial statements and accom-
panying notes.
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Table 2: Experimental results on REFinD test set

Models Public test Micro F1 Public test Macro F1 Public test Weighted F1 Private test score
Matching the Blanks (BERT-base) [9] 75.19 59.36 75.67 -
Matching the Blanks (BERT-large) [9] 76.91 62.80 77.19 -
Matching the Blanks (RoBERTa-base) [9] 76.58 57.89 76.80 -
Matching the Blanks (RoBERTa-large) [9] 78.33 61.21 78.14 -
Matching the Blanks (DeBERTa-base) [9] 77.05 56.58 77.22 -
Matching the Blanks (DeBERTa-large) [9] 77.60 56.34 77.54 -
Matching the Blanks (FinBERT) [9, 10] 74.98 55.85 75.61 -
Luke-base [11] 67.23 42.85 67.79 -
Luke-large [11] 68.28 42.55 67.63 -
FinTree (Ours) 80.04 66.90 79.60 -
FinTree ensemble (Ours) - - - 72.14

2.3 Overall structure
Our work presents FinTree, an advanced model meticulously de-
signed for relation extraction from financial texts. As depicted in
Figure 2, FinTree uses the DeBERTA transformer model and is
further enhanced with several methods for achieving exceptional
performance. Notably, instead of leveraging the [CLS] token, a stan-
dard for classification tasks, our model strategically employs the
[MASK] token’s final hidden state. This token is in a predefined
query, a text sequence providing key information about the entities
we need to predict relation and their respective types. The query is
structured as follows: ‘The relation is [MASK] between {Entity1}
and {Entity2}. The entity of {Entity1} is {Entity1_type} and {En-
tity2} is {Entity2_type}.’ This unique approach aligns with MLM
pretraining strategies, enhancing performance.

After defining the query, we concat it with the original instances.
To incorporate the location information of the entities into our
model, we add special tokens at the beginning and the end of
each entity, a method we refer to as Position Information (PI).
The model classifies by applying a linear layer to the last hid-
den state of the mask token. After training, we adopted Mask-
ing Class Post-Processing (MCPP) which masks the class that can-
not appear. The REFinD dataset provides entity type information;
each relation class includes entity types like ‘org:date:formed_on,
pers:univ:employee_of.’ If a class’s entity type does not match the
input data, we mask that class to prevent the model from predict-
ing it. For instance, for entity types ‘org’ and ‘data,’ we mask the
relation class ‘pers:univ:employee_of.’ because the entity type is
different.

In the following sections, we will detail the experimental setup
used to evaluate the performance of FinTree and present results
that demonstrate its effectiveness in the financial domain.

3 EXPERIMENTS
3.1 Training Datasets
We use the REFinD[1] dataset, a unique financial domain relation
extraction dataset. The REFinD dataset is generated entirely from
financial documents, specifically the 10-X reports of publicly traded
companies sourced from the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commis-
sion (SEC) website. This dataset contains 28,676 instances with 22

relations amongst eight types of entity pairs. We provide sentences
with designated specific entities and their entity types from which
a relationship needs to infer. Our task, therefore, is to accurately
predict the relationship class from among the specified 22 classes.

3.2 Training Details
We detail our training strategy and parameters below. Our model
uses an AdamW [12] optimizer with the cosine warm-up scheduler
and learning rate 1e-5. As REfinD dataset has long sequences, we
processed with a maximum length of 1536 tokens. We utilize a
batch size of 8 and train our model over five epochs. We use REfinD
train and dev set to train and evaluate public test sets with F1-score
metrics in macro, micro, and weighted configurations. And for
evaluating our model in private test scores, we modify the seed and
ensemble of the same model simply using a hard voting ensemble.
Furthermore, we use the Adversarial Weight Perturbation (AWP)
technique [13] during training. Adversarial perturbation to the
model weights during training enhances the model robustness and
improves generalization by creating a smoother decision boundary
around the training instances. We implemented AWP starting from
an intermediate stage, specifically from the third epoch onwards.

4 RESULTS
4.1 Performance Results
We compare FinTree with various language models with the archi-
tecture of Matching the Blanks [9] and the Luke-base and Luke-
large model [11], which has a compelling performance in relation
extraction. The evaluation results of the models are in Table 2. As
evidenced by the results, our model, FinTree, outperforms compet-
ing models, achieving superior scores across the evaluation metrics
on the public test. Furthermore, our ensemble model of FinTree
demonstrates impressive performance on the private test score.
This comparison highlights the strength of FinTree’s performance
compared with the existing competitive models in relation extrac-
tion, such as Matching the Blanks and Luke. Moreover, more adept
in the financial domain in comparison with FinBert.
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Table 3: The result of ablation study on REfinD public test
set. ‘MCPP’ is Masking Class Post-Processing, ‘FP’ is Further
Pretrainig, ‘PI’ is Position Information, and ‘AWP’ implies
Adversarial Weight Perturbation

Models Micro F1 Macro F1 Weighted F1
FinTree 80.04 66.90 79.60

- MCPP -0.07 -0.19 -0.05
- FP -1.70 -4.95 -1.53
- PI -0.72 -3.40 -0.62
- AWP -1.33 -3.38 -1.08
- (MCPP & FP & PI & AWP) -2.21 -4.00 -1.70

4.2 Ablation Study
We present several strategies for training FinTree, including Mask-
ing Class Post-Processing (MCPP), Further Pretraining (FP), Posi-
tion Information (PI), and Adversarial Weight Perturbation (AWP).
An ablation study is conducted to investigate the individual con-
tribution of each strategy towards the final model performance,
with the results displayed in Table 3. All the techniques effectively
enhance FinTree’s performance, as the ablation of any strategy
leads to a decrease in performance across all evaluation metrics.
Further Pretraining (FP) is the most impactful among these. The
absence of FP contributes to the most significant drop in perfor-
mance, emphasizing its critical role in adapting the model to the
financial domain texts.

5 CONCLUSION
In this work, we introduced FinTree, a specialized model tailored for
relation extraction tasks within the financial domain. Leveraging
the transformer encoder-based model DeBERTA and integrating it
with the Pattern Exploiting Training (PET) strategy, FinTree aims
to address the challenges posed by financial documents’ complex
and specialized language. Our empirical evaluation of the REFinD
dataset demonstrated the proficiency of FinTree, as it outperformed
standard baseline models. Ablation study of Further Pretraining
shows that our model understands financial domain texts well.
We found that focusing on the prediction of the [MASK] token
effectively aligns the task with the original MLM pretraining para-
digm, which results in a more robust model. We also underscored
the importance of our novel strategies, which led to a significant
enhancement in model performance when integrated.
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